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Abstract

This work is focused on the study of flame stabilization and local extinction of a spray flame in an atmo-

spheric non-swirled test rig referred to as the CORIA Rouen Spray Burner. This burner shows a double

reaction front structure, with an outer laminar diffusion flame and an inner wrinkled partially-premixed

flame undertaking local extinction. This unsteady phenomenon is investigated here using large-eddy simu-

lations with a tabulated chemistry method based on steady and unsteady diffusion flamelets with heat loss.

A validation of the numerical simulations is conducted first for the carrier and dispersed phase and good

agreement with the experimental data is found for mean and fluctuating quantities. The present results

were able to to predict relevant parameters of the flame like the lift-off length and flame shape. Numerical

results evidence some intermittency on the OH concentration with the presence of high values of formalde-

hyde indicating the existence of localized extinction in the leading edge of the flame. A detailed analysis

showed the impact of droplets on the reacting layer and the existence of rich pockets quenching the flame

front. Further downstream, it was shown that when the scalar dissipation rate reaches high values near the

reaction zone, the flame front becomes thinner and wrinkled until it eventually quenches. The numerical

results evidence that the applied tabulated chemistry method is capable of capturing the local extinction and

re-ignition events occurring in the inner layer.

1. Introduction

Current and near-future propulsion technologies mainly rely on liquid-fueled combustion systems [8].

Spray combustion plays a major role in the efficiency and pollutant control in those applications, but remains

challenging for both experimental diagnostics and numerical simulations [12, 16]. The complexity arises
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from the strong interaction between spray, turbulence and combustion chemistry. In order to get further

understanding on two-phase flow combustion, dedicated experimental facilities are developed to obtain

reliable measurement data during burner operation [24]. These canonical flames allow detailed diagnostics

and can be used with high-fidelity models to obtain deep understanding on the flame physics. This is the case

of the Coria Rouen Spray Burner (CRSB) [41], which is a reference spray-flame for advanced diagnostics

and model assessment.

According to combined experimental and numerical diagnostics [38], this burner shows a double reac-

tion front structure, with an inner wrinkled partially-premixed flame and an outer laminar diffusion flame. A

hot region is located between those inner and outer reaction zones, where droplet vaporization is enhanced

and most of the vapor fuel that feeds the flame is generated, as already found in other spray-flames analysis

[18]. The flame stabilization height is then controlled by the available fuel vapor defined by the polydisperse

spray distribution [30].

One of the main issues when addressing this case is how to describe the multimode combustion phe-

nomena characterizing different regions of the flame. In [38] a 2-step scheme in LES using flame resolved

simulations and neglecting the subgrid scale wrinkling was employed, so the modelling strategy did not

include assumptions of the combustion regime inherently. The overall agreement with the experiments

was satisfactory, but the lift-off length was underpredicted. Improved lift-off predictions were obtained

by Filtered Tabulated Chemistry (F-TACLES) [4] calculations, where a premixed flamelet manifold was

built using a 106-species and 1738-reactions detailed mechanism. This method assumes the flame struc-

ture is premixed, and the diffusion burning influencing the flame anchoring and the outer flame layer are

neglected. The flame lift-off length was correctly recovered, and the agreement with the experiments was

satisfactory. In [39] the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) method was used to describe the flame struc-

ture and double-conditioning was used to account for flame propagation in the limit of negligible scalar

dissipation rate of mixture fraction. This approach was also able to reproduce the burning rates and the

lift-off length. The analysis of the DCMC equation terms indicated that non-premixed burning modes are

prominent at the flame base. It was also shown that the spray vaporization term mainly acts in fuel-rich

regions, but evaporative cooling may affect the chemical reaction balance. In this regard, flame local extinc-

tions were investigated in [42] by means of high-speed optical diagnostics applied to the CRSB. Different

mechanisms of droplet-turbulence-flame interaction and local extinction phenomena were highlighted from

those experimental results, but have not been assessed so far in computations of this burner. As indicated
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in [12], flame blow-off transient is characterized by an increase of the degree of local extinction, so accurate

modelling of these events is critical for combustor stability simulations.

Tabulated chemistry approaches, such as Flamelet Generated Manifold (FGM) [31] or Flamelet / Progress

Variable (FPV) [33] models, are appealing due the possibility to include complex chemistry effects at yet

affordable computational cost as described by Chatelier et al. [4]. FGM-RANS simulations were applied to

the CRSB in [2], where the main flame characteristics are shown to be properly reproduced. In the present

study, a similar approach based on non-adiabatic unsteady flamelet tabulation [22] in a LES framework is

applied. The analysis has been focused on the model capability to reproduce droplet-flame and turbulence-

flame interactions leading to local quenching and re-ignition in the CRSB. Flamelet approaches successfully

captured extinction and re-ignition in gaseous flames [14], but additional effects have to be accounted for in

spray flames [22]. The interaction between the droplets and the flame is not fully understood, and introduces

complexities in the modelling approach. Based on the model predictions, further insight is provided for the

mechanism governing those phenomena. The paper is structured as follows: first, the modelling approach

for spray and combustion is described. The test case experimental and numerical setups are presented in

Section 3. Finally, the results are discussed in Section 4, followed by the main conclusions.

2. Modelling Approach

The modelling approach employed to describe the multiphase flow problem is based on a Eulerian-

Lagrangian description of the spray flame. The gas phase is represented by the Eulerian solver, while

the disperse phase of the spray is treated with Lagrangian particles. A Lagrangian Particle Tracking (LPT)

method is used to describe the particle transport, which is complemented by heating and evaporation models

for the droplets. A fuel droplet is represented by a point mass without volume in the gas phase, so interaction

between the two phases can be accounted for by the use of source terms using two-way coupling. The

gas phase is described by the use of conservation equations for continuity, momentum, enthalpy and the

controlling variables of the flamelet method. A detailed description of this approach in the LES framework

is provided in the next subsections.

2.1. Liquid phase

The modelling framework utilizes Lagrangian particles to describe the evaporating droplet cloud. This

approximation, which is valid for dilute sprays where the volume fraction of the liquid phase is below a given

threshold, is employed here [16]. To describe the state of a droplet, a tracking algorithm is used to obtain
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the location, velocity, temperature, and particle sizes by solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs).

The first two variables are treated with a kinematic model, while the the thermodynamic conditions of the

droplet are given from the heat and mass transfer models. The dominant force considered in the kinematic

modelling of droplets is the drag and the governing equations describing the particle transport are given by:

dxp

dt
= up, (1)

mp
dup

dt
= mp

(
up − ũ

) 3
4

CDRepρν

ρpd2
p

, (2)

where the subscript p refers to particle information, with xp, up, mp, ρp, dp and CD being the particle

position, velocity, mass, density, diameter and drag coefficient. The particle Reynolds number Rep is given

by:

Rep =
dp|up − ũ|

ν
. (3)

The rest of parameters refer to gas-phase properties, where u is the gas-phase velocity, and ρ and ν

are the density and kinematic viscosity of the surrounding gas. The ODE system of location and velocity

is solved by a combined Newmark/Newton-Raphson scheme [13]. The drag coefficient CD is determined

based on the Stokes flow around a sphere, considering high order Reynolds number effects with the Schiller-

Naumann correction [16].

The heat transfer between the droplet and the surrounding gas is described by assuming infinite conduc-

tivity on the liquid [23], where the droplet temperature Tp is given by:

mp
dTp

dt
=
πdpλNu

cp,p

(
T̃ − Tp

)
+

Lv

cp,p

dmp

dt
, (4)

where λ and T̃ are the conductivity and temperature of the gas-phase, while cp,p and Lv refer to the particle

heat capacity and lower heating value of the fuel respectively.

Droplet evaporation is described by the Spalding mass transfer number BM and the Sherwood number

Sh as:

dmp

dt
= −πρdpD f Sh ln(1 + BM), (5)

where D f is the fuel diffusivity and the Spalding number BM can be obtained from the fuel mass fraction at

the interface Y f ,i and the surrounding Ỹ f :

BM =
Y f ,i − Ỹ f

1 − Y f ,i
. (6)
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The system of energy and mass ODEs is strongly coupled, and variations in evaporation rates influence

droplet surface temperature. An implicit method is used to solve the heat and mass transfer after the particle

velocities are updated. The Reynolds number dependence of the heat and mass transfer rates is modelled

using the Ranz-Marshall correlation [37] applied on both the Nusselt Nu and Sherwood Sh numbers. Addi-

tional corrections are introduced following Abramzon and Sirignano [1] to account for Stefan flow, and the

interaction between Stefan flow and the flow around the droplet. The liquid phase conservation equations,

Eqs. (1), (4) and (5) are employed with the gas phase properties evaluated using the ”1/3” law, i.e.: the

properties are evaluated at a mean state between the droplet surface conditions and the seen gasses [45].

2.2. Gas phase

2.2.1. Governing equations

The equations describing the gas phase correspond to the low-Mach number approximation of the

Navier-Stokes equations with the energy equation represented by the total enthalpy. A Favre-filtered de-

scription of the governing equations is followed to avoid the modelling of terms including density fluctua-

tions. Favre-filtering of any quantity φ is denoted by φ̃, while Reynolds-filtering is given by φ. The filtered

governing equations for LES correspond to the continuity, momentum and enthalpy and read as:

∂ρ̄

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũ) = S̄ C , (7)

∂ρ̄ũ
∂t

+ ∇ · (ρ̄ũũ) = −∇ · τM − ∇p̄ + ∇ · (µ̄∇ũ) + S̄ M, (8)

∂ρh̃
∂t

+ ∇ ·
(
ρũh̃

)
= −∇ · τh + ∇ ·

(
ρ̄D̄∇h̃

)
+ S̄ H , (9)

where standard notation is used for all the quantities with ρ̄, ũ, h̃, D̃, p̄ and µ̄ represent the density, velocity

vector, total enthalpy (sensible and chemical), diffusivity, pressure and dynamic viscosity using filtered

quantities. The τ term stands for the unresolved or subgrid terms related to the filtering operation and

applies to the unresolved momentum flux τM and the unresolved enthalpy flux τh. The subgrid viscous

stress tensor is determined based on the Stokes’ assumption and the turbulence contribution is obtained by

the use of the Boussinesq approximation [35]. A unity Lewis number assumption has been made to simplify

the scalar transport in the governing equations. Heating due to viscous forces is neglected in the enthalpy

equation and the unresolved heat flux is modelled using a gradient diffusion approach [27]. The modelling

framework is closed by an appropriate expression for the subgrid-scale viscosity. The eddy-viscosity is
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obtained from the Vreman [43] model using a constant ck = 0.1. The same single-value constant has been

used in previous studies and it is also retained here [3, 25].

The coupling of the disperse phase with the gas phase is performed by the coupling source terms associ-

ated to the mass, momentum and energy exchange (S̄ C , S̄ M, and S̄ H) between the droplets and the gas. The

closure for these terms is obtained by the integration of Eqs. (1), (4) and (5) [16]. The governing equations

describing the thermochemical evolution of the multi-component mixture are given in the next sub-section.

2.2.2. Turbulent combustion model

The modelling approach used to describe the combustion process and thermochemical composition of

the flame is presented here.

Flamelet method

This combustor shows different burning characteristics featuring premixed and diffusion modes simul-

taneously in different regions of the flame, as indicated in section 1. The inner layer is subjected to strong

variations in mixture composition and high strain, the outer layer is laminar and dominated by diffusion.

In such conditions, the use of 1D counterflow diffusion flamelets is proposed here to describe the global

flame behaviour, as the flame front is controlled by the diffusion of reactants and this mechanism plays a

key role in the stabilization of the flame, as pointed out by DCMC LES of this flame [39]. Chatellier et al.

[4] proposed a premixed flamelet manifold for this burner, but the diffusion burning influencing the flame

anchoring and the outer flame layer was neglected with this approach, as diffusion across mixture fraction

lines could not be be described by the tabulation of premixed flamelets [15]. In the inner reaction zone, part

of the reacting layer has premixed characteristics accompanied by a diffusion-dominated layer subjected to

a highly strained flow field. According to the analysis performed by Liñan et al. [19], as the flow approaches

extinction conditions the flame structure between diffusion and premixed flamelets become more similar.

This similarity has been also used in [17], and supports the selection of strained diffusion flamelets in this

region, which are able to describe both the influence of strain on the flame front and the extinction process.

In this study, the flame structure of this spray flame is described by the flamelet method [32]. A scale

separation between the flow and the chemistry is assumed, so that the flame structure can be defined by a

composition of one-dimensional (1D) flames. In order to account for strain effects on the thermodiffusive

behaviour of the reacting layer, laminar diffusion flamelets at different strain rates are tabulated until the

extinction point is encountered. An extinguishing flamelet initiated from the last stable instance (extinction

point) is used as a natural continuation of this two-dimensional manifold [6], conducting an unsteady
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calculation to account the transient development of the thermochemical state. This flamelet solution covers

the entire state space from the stable branch to the mixing line, and is used to provide the thermochemical

information of the flame during unsteady processes like extinction or re-ignition.

The chemistry for n-heptane is given by the 188-species skeletal mechanism from Lu and Law [20], and

the flamelet equations are solved in physical space with the chem1d code [5] using a unity Lewis number

approach. A representation of the manifold in mixture fraction space is shown in Fig. 1a.

(a) Representation of the flamelet manifold. Solid lines: steady
flamelets, dashed lines: extinguishing flamelets. Strain rate repre-
sented by colour from red to black as the strain rate increases.

(b) S-curve of the n-heptane flame described by the stoichiometric tem-
perature as function of the strain at different enthalpy levels (described
by the scaling of the radiation term frad).

Figure 1: Flamelets used in the tabulation process.

The effects of heat loss on the flamelet database are considered by the tabulation of strained diffusion

flames at different enthalpy levels. In this approach, flamelets always have pure fuel vapour composition

prescribed on one inlet, and the local enthalpy deficit is generated through a radiative source term in the

energy equation without changing the inlet temperature of the reactants. Thus, only the local heat loss

effect is modelled, which allows a relatively simple tabulation process, with only two degrees of freedom:

enthalpy level and strain rate.

The enthalpy level of the mixture can be characterised by the scaled enthalpy ĩ, which is computed from

the transport of total enthalpy h̃, see Eq.(9) on the gas phase model, as:

ĩ =
h̃ − hmin

hmax − hmin
. (10)
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This enthalpy scaling is defined by the maximum and minimum enthalpy levels, hmax and hmin given in

the low-dimensional manifold for each mixture fraction and reaction progress. Different enthalpy levels are

reached by the scaling of the radiative term ( frad).

The effect of the enthalpy on the thermochemical properties of the flame can be distinguished in Fig. 1b.

It shows a higher influence of the enthalpy level at low scalar dissipation rates. The effect of heat loss on

the extinction is summarised in Tab.1. The extinction point is shifted to lower strains as the heat loss is

augmented by the up-scaling of the radiative term, though the impact is minor for the operating conditions

of the CRSB burner. The time scale of the extinction event is also provided as: τext = 1/aext, this metric

agrees well with the time it takes for the unsteady flamelets to extinguish. It is approximately 0.7 ms for all

considered heat-loss levels.

Scaling of radiation term 0 1 2 3 4
aext [1/s] 1496 1452 1416 1375 1335
Tst,ext [K] 1656 1657 1651 1651 1650
τext [ms] 0.668 0.689 0.706 0.727 0.749

Table 1: Extinction point with different degrees of heat loss (0 scaling is the adiabatic case), aext: strain rate at the extinction point,
Tst,ext: temperature at stoichiometric composition at the extinction point, τext: time scale of extinction.

The tabulation of flamelets at different enthalpy levels is used to account for the heat loss during droplet

evaporation. As the evaporation rates are highly sensitive to small temperature variations of the surrounding

gas, the addition of these thermal states into the flamelet manifold is important to ensure correct heat and

mass transfer during the phase change. Furthermore, it has already been shown that dealing with enthalpy

deficit in flames by radiative heat losses can be used as an alternative to other approaches [9]. Therefore,

this is a reasonable option to account for heat transfer to the droplets, as the evaporation process also requires

an exchange of enthalpy similarly to the heat loss in flames.

Governing equations

Three controlling variables are used to characterize the thermochemical state of the flamelets composing

the manifold: mixture fraction Z, progress variable Yc, and normalized enthalpy i. The mixture fraction is

determined by Bilger’s formula, while the progress variable Yc in our study is defined as:

Yc =

N∑
k=1

ak

Wk
Yk, (11)

with N = 4 using Yk = {YCO2 ,YCO,YH2 ,YH2O}, and Wk being the molar weight of the chemical species. The
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contribution of each species to the progress variable Yc is given by the coefficients ak = {4.0, 1.0, 0.5, 2.0}

respectively, proposed by Ma [21].

Transport equations for the filtered controlling variables Z̃ and Ỹc are defined in order to describe the

chemical evolution of the reacting flow, as the normalize enthalpy ĩ is obtained directly from the enthalpy,

see Eqs. (9) and (10). The systems of equations read:

∂ρZ̃
∂t

+ ∇ ·
(
ρũZ̃

)
= −∇ · τZ + ∇ ·

(
ρ̄D̄∇Z̃

)
+ S̄ Z , (12)

∂ρỸc

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
ρũỸc

)
= −∇ · τYc + ∇ ·

(
ρ̄D̄∇Ỹc

)
+ ω̇Yc . (13)

As for the Navier-Stokes equations, Eqs. (7) to (9), the unresolved terms appearing after the LES filtering

τZ and τYc are closed using a gradient diffusion approach [7]. The source term S̄ Z in the Z̃ equation refers

to the mass generated by droplet evaporation, while ω̇Yc is the filtered progress variable source term.

Turbulent chemistry interaction

In order to account for turbulent/chemistry interactions at the subgrid scale, the tabulated properties ψ

from the manifold are integrated with a presumed-shape probability density function (PDF) that describes

the statistical effect of turbulence on the flame structure [7]. To facilitate the flamelet manifold tabulation,

retrieval and integration, a scaled progress variable C is then defined as:

C =
Yc − Yc,min

Yc,max − Yc,min
(14)

Therefore, this three-dimensional manifold ψ = ψ(Z,C, i) must be integrated with a filtered joint-PDF

P̃(Z,C, i) as:

ψ̃ (Z,C, i) =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
ψ(Z,C, i)P̃(Z,C, i)dZdCdi. (15)

The joint-PDF P̃(Z,C, i) of tree independent variables is prohibitively complex for most modelling

strategies, thus the joint-PDF is usually treated as a product of statistically independent PDFs of each degree

of freedom [14]:

P̃(Z,C, i) ≈ P̃Z(Z)P̃C(C)P̃i(i). (16)

In the present non-premixed turbulent combustion model, presumed shape PDFs are employed in each

controlling variable. Namely the distribution of mixture fraction is characterised by a β-function uniquely

defined by the filtered value Z̃ and subgrid variance Zv = Z̃Z−Z̃Z̃ of Z. Meanwhile δ-functions are applied to
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the scaled progress variable and enthalpy parameter. This modelling strategy assumes, that most unresolved

effects are attributed to spatial mixture fraction fluctuations, and the subgrid enthalpy and progress variable

variations are a consequence of the varying mixture fraction.

A closure for the subgrid scale variance Zv is required to recover the tabulated quantities, so a transport

equation for Zv is solved in this study [34] on top of Eqs. (12) and (13). The equation for the mixture

fraction subgrid variance is given by:

∂ρZv

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρũZv) = −∇ · τZv + ∇ ·

(
ρ̄D̄∇Zv

)
− 2τZ · ∇Z̃ − 2sχZ , (17)

where sχZ is the unresolved part of the scalar dissipation rate and is modeled assuming a linear relaxation

of the variance within the subgrid [7]. Thus sχZ = ρ Zv
τS GS

, where τS GS is the sub-grid time scale [3]. The

modelling constant of subgrid scalar dissipation of mixture fraction variance is taken as 2, the theoretical

value, as shown in Eq.17. The chemical state of the turbulent flame in the LES framework is ultimately

described by the four controlling variables: Z̃, Zv, Ỹc and h̃.

The thermochemical table contains then 101x11x101x11 entries corresponding those four controlling

variables. For the progress variable discretization, a uniform spacing is used across the flame front, while the

mixture fraction space is discretized with a non-uniform distribution centered at the stoichiometric mixture

fraction with a growing rate of 1.1 towards the lean and rich sides. The variance of the mixture fraction is

discretized with a power function with exponential p = 3. The enthalpy level is tabulated for 11 equidistant

steps. Note, that the number of these levels is larger than the number of different radiation scalings applied,

we chose this approach because the radiation scaling does not guarantee an equidistant spacing in enthalpy,

thus more levels are applied in the table to represent the flamelets in sufficient detail.

2.2.3. Numerical methods

The discretization strategy is based on a conservative finite element convective scheme [3], where stabil-

isation is only introduced for the continuity equation by means of a non-incremental fractional-step method,

modified in order to account for variable density flows. The final scheme preserves momentum and angular

momentum for variable density flows. The error of kinetic energy conservation is of order O(dt hk+1), thus

dissipation is limited. Standard stabilised finite elements are used for the scalars, while the time integration

is carried out by means of an explicit third order Runge-Kutta scheme for momentum and scalars. The

chosen low dissipation FE scheme presents good accuracy compared to other low dissipation finite volume

and finite difference methods with the advantage of being able to increase the order of accuracy at will
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without breaking the fundamental symmetry properties of the discrete operators. The proposed modelling

and numerical framework has been developed in the multiphysics code Alya [40].

3. Test Case Description

3.1. Experimental setup

The case studied in this work is the n-heptane spray-flame from the CORIA Rouen Spray Burner

(CRSB) [41]. The CRSB is an open burner operated with an air mass flow rate of 6 g/s at atmospheric

pressure and temperature of 298 K. Air is injected in a plenum and exits to the atmosphere through an

annulus-shaped duct with an inner and outer diameter of 10 and 20 mm, respectively, with a Reynolds num-

ber ∼14000 based on annular jet outlet conditions. The liquid n-heptane injection comes from a hollow-cone

pressurized injector (8 bar injection pressure) with a 80º angle and a fuel mass flow rate of 0.28 g/s.

This burner is a reference test case in the Workshop on Turbulent Combustion on Sprays (TCS) [24],

with multiple experimental diagnostics available for spray and flame characterization. Droplet size and

velocity are measured by Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA), while gas-phase velocities are obtained by

seeding the co-flow [38]. Flame structure is characterized by simultaneous high-speed OH Planar Laser In-

duced Fluorescence (PLIF) and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements. Those techniques allowed

the identification of the flame front disruptions due turbulence and droplet interaction [42].

3.2. Numerical setup

The computational domain is based on the experimental test rig described above and presented in Fig. 2

(left). The domain includes a cylindrical volume of 200 mm in radius and 500 mm in height to account for

the environment of the flame. The mesh used for this geometry results in a total of 20M elements using

a hybrid mesh with tetrahedrons, prisms and pyramids. It is refined to a minimum cell size of 0.2 mm

inside the air duct, in the injection region and in the near field of the flame, as shown in Fig. 2 (right).

Layers of prisms are applied in the air duct in order to better resolve the boundary layer. Concerning LES

quality results, Pope’s criterion [36] is used and over 80% of the turbulent kinetic energy is solved in the

injection zone and flame base. Further refinement to 79M element mesh was performed in order to check

grid convergence, however, it did not exhibit different dynamics or affected significantly the results, so the

20M element mesh was retained for the analysis.
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Figure 2: Left: computational domain and overview of the mesh (stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface of the flame repre-
sented in red colour). Right: detailed view of the mesh in the injection region.

A constant air mass flow rate at 298K is prescribed as inlet condition and non-slip adiabatic walls are

used as boundary conditions.

The liquid fuel injection is modeled in a hollow cone shape and droplets are injected in an annulus

located 2 mm downstream the nozzle, where it is assumed that the atomization process is completed. A

Rosin-Rammler distribution with a Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD, D32) of 32 µm and a q parameter of 2.3 is

used to describe the droplet size distribution, given by the experimental data at the closest axial positions. In

addition, the initial droplet diameter is limited between 1 µm and 70 µm for numerical feasibility. Droplets

are injected with an injection velocity that depends on the size: vin j = 33 m/s for droplets with d < 10 µm

decreasing linearly with diameter to vin j = 25 m/s for droplets with d > 55 µm, according to [2]. The half

injection angle is chosen randomly between 35º and 50º.

In this work, time-averages for both gas phase and droplets statistics are collected over about 100 ms,

which correspond to approximately 30 flow-through times. The flow-through is estimated by the averaged

axial velocity integrated over a volume enclosing the flame and its surrounding.
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4. Results

The following sections include the numerical results of the CRSB using large-eddy simulations. It is

divided into different sections: comparison of the flow field and dispersed phase with the experimental

measurements, the study of the flame structure, and the analysis of the local extinction events. To compare

the results with the experimental data, three radial stations at different axial positions are considered, see

Fig. 3.

Station 40 mm

Station 20 mm

Station 10 mm

Figure 3: Sketch of the radial stations where LES results are compared with the experimental data. Stations are represented on a
vertical central plane colored by temperature in order to visualize the position of the flame.

4.1. Flow field assessment

Firstly, the instantaneous and mean velocity magnitude in the vertical plane of the burner is shown in

Fig. 4. The burner exhibits a flow pattern similar to that of an annular jet [26]. The air coming from the

plenum enters the nozzle and accelerates, reaching the atmosphere with a velocity of 25 m/s, approximately.

It is possible to appreciate a small recirculation zone near the position of the injector. In addition, the local

increase of the velocity due to the droplet injection is visible, specially in the instantaneous contours of the

left picture. Downstream, mixing decelerates the gas jet and it widens at an axial position of 25 mm due to
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the presence of the flame, as it is shown in the contour plot of mean axial velocity (right side of Fig. 4).

x [mm] x [mm]

z 
[m

m
]

z 
[m

m
]

Figure 4: Fields of axial velocity on a vertical central plane. Left: instantaneous values, right: time-averaged values.

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for the axial gas velocity. Mean and root mean square (RMS) values

are compared with the experimental measurements at three different radial stations. Overall, the agreement

between the simulation and the PDA measurements is satisfactory and ensure the correct aerodynamic

stabilization of the flame. Results concerning the radial component of velocity are provided in Appendix.
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Figure 5: Comparison of axial velocity profiles at different radial stations for the gas phase. Left: mean values, right: RMS values.
Blue lines: LES results, circles: experiments.

4.2. Dispersed phase

The results related to the dispersed phase are shown below. Fig. 6 shows an illustration of the spray in

which droplets are colored by diameter (left) and axial velocity (right). As already described in previous

works [38], this burner features the largest and inertial droplets at higher radial positions, as shown in

Fig. 6 left. The largest droplet diameters are found matching the hollow-cone shape of the spray, while the

smallest ones (with lower Stokes number) are located near the centerline. In terms of droplet velocity, it can

be seen that these low inertial droplets, which follow the air stream coming from the annular nozzle, present

a velocity closer to the gas phase at the axis. So that, in the right picture of Fig. 6, droplet axial velocity

reaches values higher than 20 m/s in the central region, which is comparable with the values already seen

in Fig. 5.
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Figure 6: 3D view of the simulated hollow-cone spray. Left: spray colored by droplet diameter, right: spray colored by droplet
axial velocity.

The droplet distribution according to their size can be seen in Fig. 7, where mean diameter is repre-

sented at different radial stations. In general, there is a good agreement between the simulation results and

experiments.

Figure 7: Comparison of droplet diameter profiles at different radial stations. Left: mean value, right: RMS value. Blue lines: LES
results, circles: experiments.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of axial droplet velocity (mean and RMS) with the measurements. Note

that all droplets are considered to obtain reliable statistics of the liquid phase. Overall, there is good agree-
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ment with the experimental data and the droplets statistics are well predicted. Due to the fact that the

parameters of the spray model are adjusted to reproduce the experimental measurements at the nearest re-

gion, the simulation results at the station of 10 mm are well captured. In view of these results, it can be

concluded the calibration of the fuel injection system is suitable for this case.

Figure 8: Comparison of droplet axial velocity profiles at different radial stations. Left: mean value, right: RMS value. Blue lines:
LES results, circles: experiments.

4.3. Flame structure

In this section, results about the shape of the flame and its thermochemical structure are discussed.

Figure 9 shows an instantaneous OH mass fraction contour, in which three regions can be clearly seen.

Previous experimental studies have already identified the different areas of the flame [41, 42] and the same

nomenclature will be followed in this work. The region of the flame closest to the injector, denoted as

leading edge (LE) connects the two main reaction zones, namely the inner and outer reaction zones (IRZ

and ORZ respectively). The ORZ exhibits a thick non-fluctuating OH layer and the IRZ presents a thinner

and strongly wrinkled flame front, due to the turbulent air jet located close to the central axis of the burner.

Regarding the combustion regime, the ORZ seems to be a quasi-steady diffusion flame, while the IRZ

features a partially premixed flame propagation, as discussed by Shum-Kivan et al. [38].
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ORZ

IRZ

LE

Figure 9: Different regions of the flame (LE, IRZ, ORZ) on a global view of the reaction front and flow field (red contours: OH
concentration, blue contours: velocity magnitude, green: spray.

On the other hand, dynamics of the droplets and their interaction with the flame were also described

in experimental and numerical works [38, 4, 39] and are revised here in light of the ability of unsteady

flamelet approach to capture this interaction. Figure 9 shows droplets reaching the flame front at the LE,

which correspond with the largest diameters due to the fact that they tend to follow the main spray direction,

as previously discussed. Although there are many small droplets that follow the central air jet and evaporate

in the region between the axis and the IRZ, most of the gaseous fuel comes from the evaporation of the

large droplets crossing the reaction front and reaching the inside of the flame, due to the high temperature.

Therefore, the maximum mixture fraction values are reached in the region between both IRZ and ORZ and

closest to the LE, as shown in the first field of Fig. 10. Flow entrainment results in a reduction of the mixture

fraction values further downstream. Furthermore, according to [42, 28], inside the flame and close to the

ORZ the fuel thermal decomposition and incomplete combustion lead to the appearance of species such as

CO, CO2, H2O and soot precursors (PAH). This phenomenon is well captured by the simulation, as it is

observed in the mean fields of CO, CO2 and C2H2 (which contributes to the formation of soot precursors

[10]), presented in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: Mean contours of mixture fraction (top left), CO mass fraction (top right), C2H2 mass fraction (bottom left) and CO2

mass fraction (bottom right). White line: mean stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-line.

A cut of the instantaneous stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface is observed in Fig. 11, together

with the fuel spray colored by droplet diameter. This representation evidence the differences between the
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regions of the flame described previously. In contrast with the uniform and homogeneous appearance of the

ORZ, the IRZ presents small areas, near the leading edge of the flame, where the OH mass fraction decrease

locally, while CH2O mass fraction reach higher values. This particular behavior in the IRZ is related to the

local extinction and re-ignition phenomena due not only to the droplets crossing the reaction front, but also

to the interaction between the flame and the turbulent flow [42]. These aspects will be addressed in the next

section.

~ ~

Figure 11: Vertical cut of the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface colored by OH mass fraction (left), and CH2O mass
fraction (right). Spray droplets colored by diameter.

In order to perform a qualitative comparison of the flame topology, Fig. 12 shows mean and instanta-

neous OH contours from simulation and experimental measurement [42]. The overall shape of the flame

can be observed to be well captured by the calculation. The positions of the IRZ and ORZ at r ≈ 13 mm

and r ≈ 35 mm, respectively, are correctly predicted. Nevertheless, the shape of the outer flame is slightly

different, with a wider radial distance between the IRZ and the ORZ for the calculations. It is important

to note that discrepancies in the shape of the ORZ are consistent with those obtained in the radial velocity

results for the gas phase at larger distances from the orifice (see Fig. 19). However, it is difficult to deter-

mine the reason for these differences, since experimental measurements are missing at this radial position

and there is a large set of coupled factors affecting the ORZ.

The lift-off length is defined as the maximum value of progress variable gradient in the axial direction

following a similar procedure to the experiments [29]. The time-averaged value of simulated lift-off length

is approximately 25 mm, while the experimentally observed value is 25 ± 3 mm, so the proposed modelling
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approach was able to predict the lift-off length on this flame quite accurately. Moreover, despite these

simulations have reproduced some oscillations of the lift-off height, this aspect deserves further quantitative

evaluation and it is left for future work.
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Figure 12: Comparison of OH contours. Left: LES results, right: OH-PLIF data from experiments [42]. Top: instantaneous signal,
bottom: time-averaged fields. Red dashed line: mean lift-off length value.
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4.4. Local extinction analysis

This section focuses on the analysis of the different mechanisms of extinction that appear in the inner

layer of the flame and on the capability of the combustion model to predict them. According to the exper-

imental studies [42], the flame exhibits localized extinction in the IRZ close to the leading edge (LE) and

also downstream. Numerical simulations using LES will be used here to provide further understanding on

this phenomena and shed some light in the principal mechanisms governing these effects.

4.4.1. Extinction due to droplet-flame interaction

Experimental observations [42] have shown the flame exhibits transient phenomena with some inter-

mittency on the reacting layer, which is associated to existence of local extinction. Large droplets, which

follow the main path of the spray, reach this region and impact the reacting layer causing rapid droplet

evaporation and formation of rich pockets that quench the flame front. Figure 13 illustrates the extinction

events at three different time instants. In the left column, contours of temperature and droplets are repre-

sented together, while the evaporation source term S̄ Z is shown on the right. In order to better visualize

the position of the flame, a white iso-line representing the stoichiometric mixture fraction is included. An

indicator of flame intermittency and localized extinction is the OH concentration, which is shown in Fig. 13

by a black line enclosing the regions with OH mass fraction ỸOH higher than 25% of peak values. The plots

show a decrease in temperature close to the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-line when the droplets cross

the flame front, which is concurrent with a spatial intermittency in the OH signal. In fact, the contours of

evaporation source term evidence high values of S̄ Z located near the extinction regions.
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Figure 13: Extinction in the leading edge of the flame due to droplet interaction. Contours: temperature (left) and evaporation
source term (right). Black line: threshold of 25% peak OH, white line: stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-line. Rows represent
different time instants which are not equally time-spaced and illustrate clearly the phenomenon.

The analysis of the extinction by flame-droplet interactions is complemented with the results presented

in Fig. 14. In this case, the figure shows a scatter plot of temperature and mixture fraction for different points

located in the LE of the flame (points considered are located inside the LE region described in Fig. 9). The

thermochemical variables are recorded within a 15 ms time window with a frequency of 0.05 ms, which

correspond to 300 time samples. Points are colored by normalized progress variable C̃, while solid and

dashed lines represent the equilibrium values of the steady flamelets at adiabatic conditions (̃i = 1) and at

the highest heat loss (̃i = 0), respectively. The blue line represents a steady adiabatic flamelet considering
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non-zero mixture fraction variance (Zv = 0.125). In this way, it is possible to evaluate quantitatively the

phenomenon described in Fig. 13. Although temperature dispersion is clearly seen in a wide range of

mixture fraction, the most interesting effect is observed near the stoichiometric conditions (vertical dotted

line). The dispersion of temperature located in this region evidence that there are points very close to

the reaction zone which experience extinction phenomena, showing a decrease in both temperature and

normalized progress variable and moving away from chemical equilibrium conditions. Moreover, it is

possible to appreciate that the peak in temperature values remains below the line of adiabatic conditions,

closer to the maximum heat loss line. In this region, there are a large number of droplets crossing the flame

front, evaporating and exchanging heat with the flame, which causes conditions of higher enthalpy losses.

Points with higher values of mixture fraction that exceed the laminar adiabatic line are closer to the turbulent

curve, since they are located inside the flame, where the mixture fraction variance Zv reaches high values.

Figure 14: Scatter plot of temperature versus mixture fraction. Black dashed line: stoichiometric mixture fraction. Black solid
lines: laminar steady flamelets. Blue solid line: turbulent steady flamelet. Colors: normalized progress variable.

In order to quantify the impact of droplet evaporation on the extinction process, Fig. 15 shows the cor-

relation between the different magnitudes characterizing the extinction events. This includes normalized

progress variable C̃, OH mass fraction ỸOH , formaldehyde mass fraction ỸCH2O and evaporation source

term S̄ Z . Compared to Fig. 14, the mixture fraction of points located near the LE of the flame has been
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conditioned in this case to a range of 20% around of the stoichiometric value and the evaporation mass rates

are discretized in 30 bins. Each bin shows the averaged value of the magnitude and is colored by the stan-

dard deviation. Regarding the mixture fraction, the fuel/air concentration in this region fluctuates around

the same mean (approximately the stoichiometric value) when the evaporation is low. As the evaporation

rate increases, the formation of rich pockets contributes to increase locally the mixture fraction, while the

reactivity of the mixture is reduced. Even for low evaporation rates, the normalized progress variable takes

values C̃ < 0.5, and keeps reducing as S̄ Z increases. The same behavior is observed for the OH concentra-

tion. Due to this distribution of Z̃ and C̃, ỸOH is larger when the flame interacts with low concentrations of

evaporated fuel. On the other hand, the concentration of CH2O can be used as an indicator of the extinction

events. The concentration of formaldehyde tends to behave opposite to OH, so CH2O is close to zero with

low evaporation rates and increases during extinction and re-ignition events. Furthermore, it is important to

highlight that dispersion remains low for high values of S̄ Z . When the evaporation rate reaches high values,

extinctions are evident and C̃ and ỸOH remain low or close to zero.

Figure 15: Correlation between droplet evaporation source term and mean mixture fraction (top left), normalized progress variable
(top right), OH concentration (bottom left) and CH2O concentration (bottom right). Colors: standard deviation of each magnitude.
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4.4.2. Extinction due to turbulence-flame interactions

A second characteristic mechanism of flame front extinction is due to turbulence-flame interactions [42].

This phenomena occurs at axial positions further away from the LE of the flame, downstream in the IRZ,

see Fig. 9. As described in the previous subsection, these events also exhibit the same features, that is

low values of temperature, progress variable and OH concentration with high concentration of CH2O. In

this region, only small droplets that follow the main path of the gas jet evaporate close to the reacting

layer and do not alter the flame front. As already described in the experimental work [42], the extinction

of the flame in this region is associated to the stretching of the front produced by high levels of strain in

the flow field. Figure 16 illustrates this event with a temporal sequence of the flame front obtained by

LES. The strain is represented by a contour plot of the sum of resolved and subgrid scalar dissipation rates

χ̃ = 2D̄∇Z̃ ·∇Z̃+2 Zv
τS GS

. Black and white iso-lines are associated with the OH threshold (ỸOH > 25% of peak

OH) and the stoichiometric mixture fraction, respectively. It can be clearly observed that when the scalar

dissipation rate reaches high values near the reaction zone, the flame front becomes thinner and wrinkled

until it eventually quenches. This is a slower event than the extinction located at the LE of the flame, where

the appearance of high evaporation rates close to the flame front produces its extinction very rapidly. In

this case, quenching occurs when the front is affected by high scalar dissipation rate values during certain

time. Note that the time window of this temporal sequence corresponds to 1 ms, which is sufficient to find

an extinction event associated with strain, since the time scale of this phenomenon is approximately 0.7 ms,

as introduced in Section 2. The current LES is able to reproduce these extinction events and evidence the

same quenching features as those observed in the experimental measurements [42].
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Figure 16: Temporal sequence of an extinction event due to strain, where each row represents a different time instant with a time
separation of 0.2 ms. Contours: scalar dissipation rate. Black line: threshold of 25% peak OH, white line: stoichiometric mixture
fraction iso-line.

In the same way as in the previous section, the analysis is complemented with some scatter plots in

order to quantify the extinction phenomenon. Fig. 17 shows both T̃ − Z̃ and T̃ − χ̃ scattered data for points
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located in the IRZ (the region affected by extinction due to turbulence-flame interactions). The methodology

followed is similar to that of Fig. 14. Regarding the T̃ − Z̃ plot (left side), the dispersion of temperature

for mixture fraction values ranged between 0 and 0.2 is also evident in this region of the IRZ. Considering

the points near the stoichiometric conditions allows to clearly observe the decrease of both temperature and

progress variable, as a result of the quenching events. Besides, the temperature peak located at slightly

rich mixtures is closer to the adiabatic conditions, compared to the LE region of the flame, see Fig. 14. As

mentioned above, the evaporation rate is considerably lower in this region, therefore enthalpy losses due to

heat transfer between the flame and droplets are also lower. On the other hand, the plot on the right side

of Fig. 17 shows the scattered data of temperature related to the scalar dissipation rate for points located at

the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface within the IRZ. For low values of χ̃ (χ̃ < 1 [s−1]), all points

are present in the region of high temperature, which represent the stable flame conditions. Temperature

dispersion appears when χ̃ > 1 [s−1], showing extinction and re-ignition events in a wide range of χ̃ values.

Note that extinction events appear for χ̃ values lower than the quenching scalar dissipation rate for laminar

adiabatic steady flamelet (χext,lam ≈ 80 [s−1], see Fig. 1b). Thus, it is not necessary to reach this condition in

order to find an extinction event, which has already been observed in other turbulent flames and modelling

approaches [11, 44].

Figure 17: Scattered data of temperature versus mixture fraction in the IRZ (left) and of temperature versus scalar dissipation rate
for points on the stoichiometric mixture fraction iso-surface (right). Vertical black dashed line: stoichiometric mixture fraction.
Black solid lines: laminar steady flamelets. Blue solid line: turbulent steady flamelet. Colors: normalized progress variable.

The same information for OH and CH2O mass concentration is presented in Fig. 18. In this case, points

coloured by the normalized progress variable correspond to all the data of the stoichiometric surface within

the region of the IRZ affected by strain. The scatter data is recorded during 10 ms, while black squares and

error bars indicate the mean value and the standard deviation, respectively. Due to the fact that there are

many points of the flame front burning stable even for high values of χ̃, mean ỸOH decreases more slowly
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with χ̃, compared to those of the region affected by droplet evaporation (Fig. 15). However, it is important

to highlight the level of fluctuations of OH and CH2O concentrations. The remarkable increase in the

fluctuations of these magnitudes with the scalar dissipation rate shows that extinctions generally occur for

high χ̃ values, in a similar range to that observed for the dispersion of temperature in Fig. 17. In addition, the

inverse relation between ỸOH and ỸCH2O can be distinguished again [11], and suggests that formaldehyde

can be used as an indicator to predict unsteady combustion phenomena like localized extinction.

Figure 18: Effect of the scalar dissipation rate on OH (left) and CH2O (right) concentrations. Data collected on the stoichiometric
mixture fraction iso-surface between z = 35 mm and z = 60 mm (region extinguished due to strain). Black squares: mean value,
errorbars: standard deviation. Colors: normalized progress variable.

5. Conclusions

In this work, large eddy simulations of the CRSB n-heptane spray flame have been performed using a

Eulerian-Lagrangian description of the two-phase flow. A Lagrangian Particle Tracking approach has been

used to evaluate the characteristics of the dispersed phase with two-way coupling with the carrier phase.

A modelling approach based on the tabulation of steady and unsteady extinguishing diffusion flamelets at

different enthalpy levels together with a presumed shape PDF has been employed as turbulent combustion

model.

An assessment of the predictions of the liquid phase and flow characteristics have been conducted

and good agreement with the experimental measurements was achieved for droplet and gas velocities and

fluctuations. The numerical results were able to predict the flame topology and identify the different regions

of the flame. In particular, the numerical results successfully predicted the flame lift-off-length and the

wrinkled shape and position of the inner flame.

In addition to the validation part, the work is focused on the study and characterization of the extinction

phenomena occurring in different regions of the spray flame. The flame exhibits localized extinction in the
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inner reaction zone close to the leading edge due to the interaction of the droplets with the flame front, while

extinction events also occur further downstream in the inner region due to the high turbulence level.

Close to the injector and near the leading edge, the simulations show a strong interaction between

droplets and the flame front, which is also confirmed by the experimental results. The flame front shows

some intermittency on the OH concentration with the presence of high values of CH2O indicating the

existence of localized extinction. The analysis of the evaporation source term evidences the relationship

between the formation of fuel rich pockets and the quenching process. Calculation results show a decrease

in temperature close to the stoichiometric mixture fraction contours when the droplets cross the flame front,

coinciding with a spatial intermittency in the OH signal, which correspond to locations of high evaporation

rates.

A similar behaviour is found downstream in the inner region of the flame. In this case, the extinction

of the flame is associated to the stretching of the reacting front produced by high levels of turbulence in the

flow field. In this study, this interaction has been quantified in terms of the scalar dissipation rate along with

OH and CH2O concentrations. It was shown that when the scalar dissipation rate reaches high values near

the reaction zone, the flame front becomes thinner and wrinkled until it eventually quenches. Quenching

was shown to occur when the front is affected by high scalar dissipation rates during certain time. This

process is characterized by larger time-scales than the extinction by droplet-flame interactions.

The similarity of the resulting OH and CH2O concentration during the two types of extinction events

suggests that CH2O can be used as an indicator to predict unsteady combustion phenomena such as localized

extinction. Finally, it can be concluded that the proposed modelling framework in LES was able to repro-

duce the transient extinction events in the inner reaction zone of the flame and can be used to investigated

flame extinction and re-ignition in combustion problems.
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Appendix

Some additional figures regarding the gas and liquid phase assessment are provided in this appendix. In

the following figures, the comparison between simulation and experiments of radial gas phase (Fig. 19) and

droplet (Fig. 20) velocity is shown.

Figure 19: Comparison of radial velocity profiles at different radial stations for the gas phase. Left: mean values, right: RMS
values. Blue lines: LES results, circles: experiments.
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Figure 20: Comparison of droplet radial velocity profiles at different radial stations. Left: mean value, right: RMS value. Blue
lines: LES results, circles: experiments.
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